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ABOUT
US We are subsidiary of CINOVASI (www.cinovasi.com), established 

in 2015, as a Technology Research & Development company who 
envision to produce useful creative products based on 
technology.

Powered by artsy, unique, computer geeks people who are also 
considered as technology savvy persons, we believe to have an 
excellent ingredients in producing excellent products that 
will add positive values to people or even to organizations. 
Product excellence will be our priority because we make a fine 
tuning in defining every line we draw, every pixel we design, 
and every coded line we produce..

WE HAVE A MISSION WE ANALYZE WE EXPERIMENT

Create something valuable 
for the world!

Analyzing people behavior, 
trends, technologies 
inspires us for IDEAS!

We make ideas alive! 
Experimenting is our way 
to validate the ideas.



WHAT
WE
DO?

Web/Cloud-based or Desktop Apps with 
beautifully crafted design for user 
comfort, beautiful lines of code easy 
for improvement and maintenance, 
robust and high performance, completed 
with manageable apps security system. 
Thats our software definition. 

TAILOR MADE APPLICATION

Limitless creativity! We envision that 
technology will enhance creativity. 
Creating a wide variety, creative 
product for many purposes, such as 
decoration, exhibition, promotion, 
etc. 

CREATIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Anyone in the world has IDEA. But the 
difference is the one that makes the 
IDEA becomes reality through real 
execution. We surely love to help the 
best of it to become existence. 

BUSINESS INCUBATION

Good design is good business! And it 
is an art on how to pleased the user 
when working with your product.. We 
would love to help you for that! 

DESIGN SERVICES

We are passionate about cutting-edge technologies... We admire beautiful art 
and designs... We learn how people think and interact with devices... And we 
believe technology encapsulated by brilliant design with a great user 
experience will produce products that amaze you! That is simply what we do!

WHAT MAKE US DIFFERENT
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BROCHURE INFOGRAPHIC
SAFE AND EFFECTIVE POWER PLANT AUTOMATION
PROJECT

!

COVER

CONTENT



CINOVASI delivers Power Plant Automation services that prioritize a safe and 
effective solution. The solution covers connectivity from field devices to 
the ERP level of the plant.

We illustrate the end-to-end process of CINOVASI’s Power Plant Automation. In 
the process of making the illustration, we must have a comprehension in what 
our client needs, what they do, and what they need to tell the prospecting 
clients.

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE POWER PLANT AUTOMATION INFOGRAPHIC
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INFOGRAPHIC
DENAH WAR ROOM KEMENTRIAN LINGKUNGAN HIDUP
PROJECT

!

INFOGRAPHIC DENAH WAR ROOM



This is an initiative of KLHK (Kementrian Lingkungan Hidup & Kehutanan) 
Indonesia to strenghten the monitoring, and doing a prompt action on any 
possible cases on Indonesia’s environment and forestry.

We provide the illustration and the draft design for the war room, consisting 
many display panel to display any information gathered, such as live CCTV, 
drone view, news portals, social media monitoring, etc. The room will also 
equipped with teleconference system to effectively coordinate with other 
stake holders.

DENAH WAR ROOM KEMENTRIAN LINGKUNGAN HIDUP INFOGRAPHIC
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INFOGRAPHIC
BIOGAS PLANT (WEB BANNER)
PROJECT

!

INFOGRAPHIC WEB SLIDER



This isometric infographics tells the audience the components in a Biogas 
Power Plant that is usually constructed in the area of Palm Oil, to produce 
their own electricity for the mill operation and could also delivered to the 
surrounding society.

The style of the infographic is designed to attract non-technical audience 
(and also technical audience), to be able to get an overview understanding of 
the Plant.

BIOGAS PLANT INFOGRAPHIC
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MOTION GRAPHIC

BIOETHANOL TECHNOLOGY PROCESS
PROJECT

LINK https://youtu.be/KQSR0PILFH8

This motion graphic tells how the process of Bioethanol industry. The 
solution belongs to PT. CINOVASI RERKAPRIMA.

It  delivers by a 3D-Isometric motions, that explain the gerenal process 
and also describe the parts of the process.

BIOETHANOL TECHNOLOGY PROCESS MOTION GRAPHIC

DURATION 03 : 03

TOTAL SCENE 20



SC/01   TL/00.00 SC/03   TL/00.09

SC/07  TL/00.39 SC/09   TL/01.08

SC/11   TL/01.55 SC/19   TL/02.58
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MOTION GRAPHIC

KEMENTRIAN LINGKUNGAN HIDUP
PROJECT

LINK https://youtu.be/WdngMuohnQQ

This motion graphic video tells us about the planning in law-enforcement 
in the Kementrian Lingkungan Hidup dan Kehutanan. The contents in this 
video are mostly described in chart style and text-based.

KEMENTRIAN LINGKUNGAN HIDUP MOTION GRAPHIC

TOTAL SCENE 20

DURATION 02 : 47



SC/01   TL/00.00 SC/15   TL/01.53

SC/02  TL/00.13 SC/17   TL/02.25

SC/05  TL/00.30 SC/18   TL/02.33
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MOTION GRAPHIC

INTELLIGENT PALM OIL MILL
PROJECT

LINK https://youtu.be/pmjxXrR6YYE

TOTAL SCENE 21

Palm Oil Automation is one of the solution offered by CINOVASI 
REKAPRIMA. The video tells the story of how the Palm Oil is produced 
from the very beginning of the process chain.

The style of the video combines an illustrated images of industrial 
equipments and also process diagram.

INTELLIGENT PALM OIL MILL MOTION GRAPHIC

DURATION 02 : 50



SC/05   TL/00.22 SC/03   TL/01.14

SC/06  TL/00.36 SC/09   TL/01.23

SC/08   TL/00.54 SC/19   TL/01.40



Pasar sentuh logo & Application icon

Buyer Apps icon Seller Apps icon
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PASAR SENTUH (E-COMMERCE BUSINESS)

PROJECT

LOGO & APPS ICON



PasarSentuh is a WOW Teknologi Indonesia product that has the vision in 
helping Small and Medium Enterprises (SME), and serve the unique experience 
for society in shopping their needs. PasarSentuh connect the buyers with the 
surrounding SME to produce a health e-commerce ecosystem.

With tender mechanism in this business, buyer will also have the option to 
choose the best offered price, the best service of the seller, and the best 
product fi

PASARSENTUH APPS



PAGE HOME BROWSE PRODUCT PLACE ORDER



REQUEST LIST CATALOGUE SELLER REQUEST LIST BUYER



Penascop Maritime Indonesia as one of the biggest vessel agent in Indonesia, 
needs a system that automates the proforma invoice and the final invoice that 
has to be coordinated with many branch offices or local partner throughout 
Indonesia. The system also provide a flow of approval process and also a 
dashboard for the directors to monitor the business.

WOW Teknologi helps Penascop to build the system from scratch, collaborating 
with the users to design the business flow, designing the Web UI by our UI/UX 
Designers, developed and tested by our Web Apps Developer team.

PORTFOLIO

PENASCOP
(BILLING & INVOICING SYSTEM FOR SHIPPING OPERATION)

PROJECT

PENASCOP BILLING & INVOICING SYSTEM



REPORT

PAYMENT



FamilyGuideIndonesia.com is one of the most read family magazine in 
Indonesia. They have over 1.1 mio of fan in their fan-pages, and constantly 
delivers many useful contents in the magazine and also the e-magazine.

WOW develop the e-magazine, a total make over. The design was originally from 
the FamilyGuide team, and finalize by our UI/UX Designer fine touch. 

URL: www.familyguideindonesia.com

PORTFOLIO

FAMILY GUIDE INDONESIA
(WEB MAGAZINE)

PROJECT

FAMILY GUIDE INDONESIA WEB MAGAZINE



PAGE HOME

PAGE REVIEW



We develop and maintain www.cinovasi.com. Our responsive, and clean design is 
dedicated to present an image of a modern, professional, respectable and 
trustable company.

url: www.cinovasi.com
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CINOVASI
(WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT)

PROJECT

CINOVASI WEB DESIGN



PAGE HOME

HOME / ABOUT US



PAGE SOLUTION

PAGE SOLUTION / PARTNER



PAGE HOME / PARTNERSHIP

PAGE LOCATION



We choose to have a modern, responsive, simple and clean design for our 
identity. PT. WOW Teknologi offers services such as tailor made application, 
design service, business incubation and also creative product development.
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WOW TEKNOLOGI WEB DESIGN
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PAGE HOME / SERVICE

PAGE HOME / CONTACT US



PAGE HOME / LOCATION

PAGE HOME / FOOTER


